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Waydoo Subnado underwater scooter - starter kit
Explore the fascinating underwater world in a whole new way! The Waydoo Subnado submersible scooter will give you an unforgettable
experience in  the water.  It's  lightweight  and compact,  so  you can easily  transport  it,  and its  simple  operation  makes it  successful  for
children as well. Easily traverse underwater spaces using the intuitive controls and choosing from 3 speed levels. In addition, the device
supports fast charging and offers a powerbank function. With Subnado your underwater adventures will be even more exciting!
 
Lightweight, portable design
Subnado underwater scooter can accompany you almost anywhere. It weighs only 1.4 kg and its dimensions are only about 38 x 6 cm -
transporting it won't be a problem! Just pack it in your backpack or travel bag and take it with you on your next trip. What's more, the
device's battery has a capacity of 98 Wh, so you can also carry it with you on a plane. Travel where you want and how you want - with
Subnado you will forget about limitations.
 
Intuitive control
Free your hands and get carried away on an underwater adventure. The innovative design of the scooter allows you to steer it smoothly
and  freely  using  just  your  fingers  -  find  out  how  easy  and  convenient  it  is.  It  does  not  require  any  specialized  training  -  just  a  little
practice is enough! With Subnado, exploring underwater spaces becomes more enjoyable than ever before. Don't you have the proper
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credentials and certifications for diving? Or maybe you just want to actively spend time with your kids? No problem - Subnado will also be
perfect for a regular swimming pool, making swimming easy and lots of fun. It is also great for snorkeling. Importantly, the scooter will
also be safely used by children.
 
Quick assembly system - plenty of possibilities
Forget about the complicated and time-consuming installation of the necessary equipment! Thanks to the quick mounting system, the
Subnado scooter can be up and running in no time, and you'll be ready for your next underwater journey in just a few moments. There
are also a variety of adapters that allow you to attach the device to your arms or legs, for example. The choice is yours!
 
Capture memories of your underwater adventure
Record  your  underwater  adventure  and  revisit  its  most  memorable  moments  not  only  in  your  memories!  You  have  a  special  mount
(1/4-20 UNC) that allows you to mount up to 3 accessories on your scooter, such as a GoPro camera and additional lighting, for example.
Take advantage of this possibility and prepare one-of-a-kind footage!
 
Dive even deeper - improved power system
Swim with or against the current without the slightest effort. The Subnado is equipped with an aluminum alloy housing and an improved
drive system, allowing it to reach speeds of up to 1.4 m/s (forward). Unleash an impressive speed and experience the thrill!  However,
that's not all - the scooter allows you to plunge as deep as 60 m, which means that advanced divers will also successfully use it. What
makes  the  Subnado  able  to  provide  such  excellent  performance?  The  scooter  uses  a  4-blade  propeller,  so  it  offers  up  to  23%  more
efficiency compared to standard 3-blade solutions. It has also been equipped with specially designed stator blades, which have allowed
the propulsion system to increase its capabilities by about 5%.
 
Fast charging, powerbank function
Thanks to Waydoo's patented technology, it takes only about 1.2 hours to charge the scooter from 0% to 100%. You won't have to wait
too long until it's ready for your next underwater expedition! In turn, its operating time is up to 56 minutes. But that's not all - the device
can also act as a powerbank. With its help you can charge your smartphone or laptop with up to 100 watts of power.
 
Included
Subnado  underwater  scooterAttachment  for  mounting  accessoriesStandard  thumb  controllerFinger  protectionShoulder  mountHand
gripHandgrip mountDrive componentScrew M4X8Spare O-ring seal 8x2.44x Spare O-ring seal 7.5x12x Spare O-ring 26x2 gasket
 
ManufacturerWaydooNameSubnado-Underwater  ScooterModel5010000035ColorBlackSpeed  levels3Max  speed1.4  m/sMax.  operating
time56  minMax.  depth60  mWater  resistanceIP68,  up  to  60  mBattery  typeLi-IonBattery  capacity98  WhCharging  timeApprox.  1.2
hMaterialEPP, aluminum alloy, resinDimensions377 x 70 x 70 mm

Preço:

€ 500.00

Water Sports, Underwater scooters
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